one of ETC’S FULL LINE OF

HIGH SPEED, ULTRA HIGH SPEED & BURNISHING PADS
Minimal BurnishingHarder Finishes
The Original Blended Natural Fiber Pad that gives a
“wet-look” shine. Gorilla® is made with a blend of natural
fiber and polyester. This blend uses properties of both
fibers to create the most unique and respected floor pad in
the world. To clean it, just brush away dried wax with its
die cut center. It will not glaze over.

Multiple BurnishingMedium Finishes

The

Monster-Cure
®

®

Reduces Stripping
by 50%

A lighter blend of natural and synthetic fiber than Gorilla®.
Designed for more frequent use than Gorilla®, with highly
responsive finishes.

Multiple BurnishingSofter to Medium Finishes
This pad is designed for a burnishing
schedule that calls for use 3-4 nights per week. It produces
a very bright “wet-look” shine with soft to medium
finishes. Use Aqua Plus®under Electric, Battery
or Propane machines with ultra high speeds of 1500 to
3000rpm. Aqua Plus®is made from durable high-tech
resins & fibers, plus a light sprinkle of natural fiber.

Maximum BurnishingMedium Finishes
A special blend of synthetic and natural fibers in a pad
designed for nightly burnishing. This pad will give you
an exceptional gloss.

Maximum BurnishingSoft Finishes
The lightest blend of natural fibers in a synthetic fiber pad for those who use a soft finish that requires
nightly burnishing. This pad is designed to give you the same high gloss “wet-look” shine that big
brother Gorilla® is known for.
Frequent BurnishingSoft Finishes
With this pad, we created a very soft, dense burnishing pad of fine synthetic fibers to deal with some of the
newest finishes on the market. Blue ACE™ is designed for frequent burnishing with battery, electric or
propane machines 1000rpm and above.

Maximum BurnishingSoft Finishes
A totally synthetic, non-aggressive pad designed for burnishing and polishing with a high speed or ultra
high speed floor machine. The rubberized coating creates friction needed to repair softer finishes while
removing black marks. The Superspeed Rubberized® floor pad will create a high gloss shine.

Based on your traffic, finish used, burnishing frequency and
machine used to maintain your floors, your ETC Floor Care
Expert can make recommendations to improve your floor
care and save you money!
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Repair A Damaged Floor Without Stripping
If You’re Serious About Floor Care!
1-800-334-6651

save time! - save Labor! - save money!
by reducing the need for stripping costs
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Monster®

Great White®

1. With the Monster®
pad and your favorite
general purpose or
neutral cleaner, light
scrub, top scrub or
deep scrub your
floor to remove the
level of dirt and damaged finish needed to
apply a new layer
of finish.

4. Lay 1-2 coats of finish
with “the original
lint-free finish mop”
Great White®.
This unique mop will
not lint and will glide
across the floor with
ease while applying a smooth
layer of finish.

Second

The Cure®

2. Pick up the dirty slurry and rinse the floor to
pick up all of the dirt and loosened finish. You
don’t want to apply finish over dirt.

5. As soon as the
finish can be walked
on you should
burnish with The
Cure® to aid in the
curing process. This
will improve hardness,
durability and reduce
scuffing, scratching and
black marks. Use only twice
before switching to...(back page)
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The Cure®
3. If you want the deepest shine, burnish with
The Cure® to prepare the floor for finish. This
will level and polish the remaining finish.
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